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remains. I do recognize in the Name of GOD the hidden faults of men but
I find it very difficult to point them out. I must come to the point of not giving
in to my feelings but only of fulfilling the holy Will of GOD.

Seek the Salvation of the Soul
Man is seeking much too much the salvation and welfare of his body, that
it may be well with him, that he does not have any pain, that he passes his
exams I mean, that is only fair. For that we gladly give our blessing because
we have also received our power of blessing from GOD for that purpose.
But what about the salvation of your soul? If you are only concerned about
the body, if you do all possible exercises of piety with your body, if the hand
of your body holds the rosary and the knee of your body remains kneeling
before the Blessed Sacrament, if your soul, however, is dead, what use is it
to you then? The body, no matter how many holy things it has done, cannot
enter Heaven without the soul. Body and soul must be in tune with each
other. They go to everlasting bliss together or to eternal damnation together.
Amen!

Sermon of 4 March 2007

The Sword of GOD

My beloved! It is right, I carry a sword, a spiritual sword. But which ideas
do people form of it? How often is it misunderstood by viewing it as a
weapon that strikes home mercilessly, inflicts wounds, is able to kill. The
sharpest part of this two-edged sword of GOD is love! The one who
thinks otherwise does not understand the love of GOD. The one who
wields this sword in the Name of GOD  the Sword-Bishop , for the
purpose of saving souls must often do things that are very painful for
himself. Love is often misunderstood. True love is seldom returned.

The Sword of Love and Light

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

The sword has two edges. The edge of love demands of me that I act
according to GODs will, yet in meekness and patience. Tirelessly I pray
for this love of GOD. That is the first part of the sword. Now, however,
the purpose of this sword of GOD is to be used in its further characteristic
features, until finally it will be a sword of the pure light of GOD separating
light from darkness, separating what is GODs from what is Satans. For
the word of God is living, active and sharper than any double-edged
sword; it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow,
and it judges the thoughts and intents of the heart. Nothing in all creation
is hidden from His sight, but all things are naked and opened before the
eyes of him to whom we must give account. (Heb 4,12f)
But do not fear because I say that the first part of the sword is patience
and meekness and that now the other side is turned. You must not understand that in human terms. The side of love, of patience and meekness
continues to exist and will, if GOD helps me, even increase. In addition,
however, this sword is meant to point out hidden sins and imperfections
for the salvation of the soul. That has nothing to do with threat, for love
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